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ustomers frequently make snap decisions

Building the brand’s portfolio of customers largely

about an organisation based on the people

through word of mouth and recommendations, Hill and

who serve them, and, these first impressions

Meeten see the staff wearing their designs as “brand

often last,” explains Lois Hill, one half of The

ambassadors,” meaning they let their work do the

Uniform Studio’s founding duo. Together, she and co-

talking, as opposed to investing in elaborate marketing

founder Christopher Meeten aim to ensure that these

strategies and campaigns.

lasting impressions are strong, fusing professionalism
with contemporary style.

“Designers, developers and owners are starting to
bring us in earlier to projects, which shows they realise

With its bespoke uniforms worn by the staff of London

the importance and impact of having the right uniform in

Marriott Hotel Grosvenor Square, Starwood’s W Hotels

their hotel restaurant or bar,” Hill comments, speaking

& Resorts and Soho House among others, London-based

of the increasing attention paid to hospitality uniform

The Uniform Studio has steadily grown in both demand

design. “This is particularly true for destination hotel

and reputation since its inception in 2008.

bars and restaurants that are raising service standards

The studio is currently working with London’s

and customer expectations throughout the world.”

Langham Hotel, designing uniforms for the Artesian

Prior to forming The Uniform Studio, Hill served a

cocktail bar staff, as well as key positions in front

5-year apprenticeship behind the scenes in the world of

of house and the newly refurbished Palm Court.

theatre and entertainment, along with styling duties for

Designing to emphasise and highlight the property’s

high end fashion magazines. Meeten meanwhile grew

elegance and heritage, Hill and Meeten have created

up around the cutting rooms of tailors in the East End of

garments that combine modern and traditional

London. The combination sees the marrying of intricate

tailoring techniques - materials and styles - with a

craft and function with vibrant designs that speak to

view to interweave the uniform’s aesthetic with the

contemporary trends and developments in the fashion

hotel’s history. This attention to detail and design

industry, as much as they do the world of service.

consistency is present throughout the studio’s work,

Hill notes that it is dressing a real person that excites

with Hill describing the synergy between property and

her, going some way to explain the shift from the world

uniform as creating a “more pleasurable and cohesive

of fashion and events to uniform design. Rather than

experience for the customer.”

be dictated to by the fashion industry, she is instead

Uniform design: Artesian at The Langham, London
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driven by the creation of an image, and a message,
as opposed to adhering to a limiting seasonal
style. Elsewhere, Meeten’s work for bespoke suit
companies, and his extensive education and training
courtesy of some of England’s finest tailors, ensures
a broad knowledge of construction, pattern cutting
and fabric types. A chance meeting brought the pair
together and the rest, as they say, is history.
With a range of off-the-peg garments including
aprons, waistcoats, jackets, shirts and dresses, The
Uniform Studio is producing contemporary work
that references the fields that produced the two
designers, and speaks directly to the industry they
find themselves in now. “People dress in a way that
reflects their personality and how they like to be
perceived, and a uniform is no different. Its job is to
communicate the hotel’s brand and identity,” Hill
continues.
In terms of process, the studio begins with a blank
canvas, each garment being bespoke to the client.
Once a design is chosen, the studio’s in-house
cutters begin production, with calico samples sent
to the buyer to ensure the planned uniform meets
their standard, followed by a detailing method that
provides each garment with distinctive features
unique to their establishment. The outcome is a
uniform that allows guests to observe ideas at the
heart of each brand, up close and personal. With
this in mind, the studio’s mantra “We design for
you” works in the context of both staff and guest
perspectives.
“I like to think of the uniforms as part of a
story running through the areas of a hotel. They
all have their own needs in terms of aesthetic and
function, but also draw you in and take you on a
journey as you move from one area to the next,”
Hill concludes, encapsulating The Uniform Studio’s
desire to create work that rivals the importance
of architecture, design and cuisine in the overall
hospitality experience.
www.theuniformstudio.com
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